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Beautiful, relaxing music for harp and flute from ireland and other far off places. 30 MP3 Songs

CLASSICAL: Traditional, CLASSICAL: Early Music Details: This CD is for Digital Distribution only! IN

THESE HECTIC TIMES, PEOPLE NEED TO TAKE TIME OUT TO RELAX. OUR AIM IS TO CREATE,

USING REAL INSTRUMENTS, A SOOTHING ALTERNATIVE TO ELECTRONIC AMBIENT MUSIC. Ann

Cecil and David Cundy have performed together since 1985 when their exquisite music became a feature

of the Victorian Arts Centre. As word spread, demand for their appearance at corporate, social and arts

events grew rapidly. Ann Cecil is a highly acclaimed and respected flautist who as soloist, orchestral

member or orchestral leader has worked on Scrooge, Phantom of the Opera, Les Miserables, Aspects of

Love, The King and I and has toured Japan with Sarah Brightman and Australia with Michael Crawford. A

recipient of nine major several prestigious scholarships, Ann holds an honors degree in flute from the

University of Melbourne. In September 1993, Ann studied in New York with the legendary Julius Baker

whose vastly different approach to the flute has made a rich addition to her own superb technique. In her

spare time Ann addressed teenagers as a motivational speaker. Perhaps one of Melbournes most

talented and versatile musicians, David Cundy has had a passionate involvement in music since his early

childhood - traveling, performing and studying in Europe and the United States. Renowned for his

extraordinary ability to improvise, he has played harp and piano in countless concerts and musical,

conducted, sung in many choirs, and arranged and typeset music for many major musical organizations.

David is also a computer music consultant and is the International correspondent for the World Harp

Congress. People who are interested in should consider this download.
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